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Response to Comment Set 5 
Letter from Catherine Schlicht dated March 19, 2004 

 

5-1 Thank you for sharing your concerns. The CPUC is responding to SCE’s application for a Permit 
to Construct for the proposed Viejo System Project, which is a substation and overhead 
subtransmission line proposal. The commenter is correct that SCE did not extensively evaluate 
placing the proposed subtransmission line underground in the existing transmission corridor. 
However, noting these concerns, information has been presented in Appendix 8 of the Final 
MND document discussing various underground options for the transmission line, including the 
CPUC’s later consideration of the option to underground the proposed line in the existing right-
of-way. Please see General Response GR-3 and Appendix 8. 

5-2 The CPUC notes Mission Viejo’s concern for community aesthetics. 

5-3 The visual effects of the proposed project are addressed in the MND/IS and will be considered by 
the Commission in rendering a decision on the proposed project. Public Facilities Policy 8.2 of 
the Mission Viejo General Plan encourages utility companies to underground new overhead 
transmission facilities, but does not require existing facilities to be placed underground. 
Therefore, while the proposed project does not fulfill the goal of this General Plan policy, it does 
not violate this policy. Lower voltage electrical distribution lines are commonly placed 
underground, but higher voltage transmission lines (e.g., 66 kV voltages and higher) are only 
infrequently placed underground. Please see General Response GR-3, as well as Comment 1-13 
regarding applicability of General Plan policies to the proposed project. 

5-4 Thank you for sharing your concerns. Potential economic effects, such as effects on property 
values, cannot be considered significant under CEQA and, therefore, are not addressed in the 
MND/IS. However, such concerns can be considered by the Commission in its deliberations on 
whether to approve or deny the proposed project. Please see General Response GR- 2. 

5-5 Please see response to Comment 5-4 above regarding possible effects on property values. The 
CPUC agrees that the possible health effects of EMF are not fully understood by the scientific 
community and, therefore, it is not possible to reach a definitive conclusion as to whether the 
proposed project would cause any adverse health effects. Appendix 3 of the proposed Mitigated 
Negative Declaration provides an overview of EMF and current knowledge about EMF-related 
concerns. Please note that EMF levels would be reduced overall with the proposed project (see 
Section B.1.10 of the MND/IS as well as General Response GR-1. 

5-6 Please see response to Comment 5-5 above regarding EMF concerns. It is not possible to predict 
what future scientific findings will be regarding EMF. Please also see General Response GR-1. 

5-7 Please see the responses to Comments 5-5 and 5-6 above regarding EMF concerns. The proposed 
H-frame structures have been designed to be raptor safe in accordance with Suggested Practices 
for Raptor Protection on Power Lines: The State of the Art in 1996 (Avian Power Line Interaction 
Committee, 1996). The MND/IS concludes that the proposed project will have no significant 
adverse impact on avian species, including raptors. Please also see General Response GR-1. 

5-8 Please see the response to Comment 5-7 above. Please also see General Response GR-1. 

5-9 The MND/IS acknowledges that there is a substantial brush fire hazard in the undeveloped 
Mission Viejo area throughout much of the year. Applicant-proposed measures, including regular 
brush clearing, and proposed Mitigation Measure HAZ-1 would reduce fire risks to less-than-
significant levels. 

5-10 We are unable to comment on statements appearing on SCE’s website. 
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5-11 The CPUC understands that there are various potential benefits associated with placing power 
transmission lines underground. At this time, the CPUC is being asked to consider an application 
for a new substation and additional 66 kV overhead circuit proposed by SCE. Undergrounding of 
the existing 66 kV lines in the transmission corridor is not part of the proposed project. 
Therefore, the analysis presented in the MND/IS only addresses the potential significance of 
impacts of the proposed substation and overhead circuit. Please see General Response GR-3. In 
addition, Appendix 8 discusses alternative route options considered by the CPUC. 

5-12 Thank you for stating your position on the proposed project. Your comments will be considered 
by the Commission in rendering a decision on the proposed project. 
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